EXCERPTS ON THE EARTHQUAKES FROM
VISIONS
VOG

My flight across North America began in
Salt Lake City. There had been a massive
earthquake
in that area in the fall of the year. I tried to
determine which year it was even while I
was in the
vision, but I could not.

The UT earthquake is in
the fall.

///
I saw that the next spring after the
destruction in Utah, there was another
devastating series of
earthquakes that occurred along the west
coast of North and South America. The
western coast
of California, Mexico and all the way to the
tip of South America was shaken so badly
that much
of it broke away from the mainland and
formed a series of islands off of the coast.
Sea water
rushed in to fill in the canyons between land
and island. Major cities were shaken to the
ground,
with inland areas suffering less damage. The
same quake extended up the coast of
Canada, and
continued all the way to Alaska. I didn’t see
the effects of the earthquakes north of the
continental United States, but I assume the
destruction was undiminished.
About two months later another earthquake
opened up a narrow canyon approximately
where the
Mississippi river is now, though it deviated
eastward where the Mississippi presently
merges

About 6 months later
the coastlines get an
earthquake. California
this is your warning.

This is the Madrid Fault Line.
Dozens of people dream this
quake. It splits American in
two. This Pastor sees it is
because we betray Israel.
http://usbibleprophecy.com/r
ev/prophecy-that-americawill-be-split-after-it-betraysisrael/

with the Ohio River. It followed the Ohio
into the great Lakes. The Ohio River and the
remainder of the Mississippi river rerouted
itself into this canyon. It created a huge new
lake and
river system approximately where the
Mississippi River is now. This canyon
essentially created
an Eastern and Western United States,
which figured into some international
intrigue I will
mention later on.
///
I then “flew” across the upper part of
Florida, and up the east coast of the U.S.
The earthquakes
had not reached here as strongly, so the
infrastructure was more intact. But, there
had been a biological attack, and there was
more death in the eastern and north-eastern
parts of the country
than in those areas stricken by the
earthquakes.
////
Of the total population before the
earthquake, I estimated that 25% died in the
plague. I knew as I was “flying” over it that
the plague had been man-made, and the
troops were
inoculated against it, but it took many
months before the survivors of the plague
realized the true
source of it.
///
I was left with the impression that between
the earthquake and the plague, that
more than half of the population had been
killed – more on the coastlines and fewer
inland.

The plague comes before
the earthquake.

The scene became more and more
horrendous as I watched time pass. In Utah,
and other places
where people had hearkened to the warnings
to store food and prepare spiritually, there
was
hope. In other places, people lost hope.
Some people intentionally contaminated
themselves with
the plague after watching loved ones die.
From contamination to death was about
twelve hours.
///
Initially, America had been hardest hit by all
of this, but when the destructions hit those
who had released the plague and launched
the nuclear weapons, it was far more
destructive. Their entire governments,
financial institutions and economy
collapsed. They experienced great
earthquakes and continental movement,
rioting and war far more devastating than in
America. People were trying to leave those
continents in droves. As I will explain more
fully later, angels and translated beings
ministered to the worthy and faithful and
safely brought them to Zion.
////
I was aware that there were other gathering
places like this throughout the United States,
Europe, South America, and anywhere the
stakes of Zion had been fully organized
prior to the earthquakes.
The Church had a world-wide
communication system in place, and they
led us with inspired counsel and kept us
informed of world events.

The gathering
places were
before the
earthquake.

////
I never saw a full column of U.S soldiers or
National Guard. I found out later that atomic
weapons had been deployed to take out
major defense installations around the nation
and in
Utah. There had been a first strike against
the United States, and came without
provocation.
About this time the same plague which had
devastated so much of the east coast arrived
in Utah
as it spread across the nation. The foreign
troops had brought hazmat equipment, as if
they were
expecting the plague, and very few of them
got sick. As I said, we found out later that
the plague
was man-made, and the troops had been
inoculated against the pathogen that caused
the plague.

Foreign troops come to help (UN
troops) and they are friendly. It
is a few weeks later that the
Chinese and Russian troops
invade to conquer.
Nuclear weapons have been
used to disable Americans from
fighting back.

///
D&V II
I was praying to Our Father and asking him if I
could prepare more things before the time begins. I
received an immediate whispering. This is what
was said as best I can remember. Please pray
before you read this so you know it is from above.
"You will go early to avoid calamities,
earthquakes, floods and all will happen while in
the camp. Your life will be very different. Now
you must prepare. I can wait no longer. Food,
medicine, ax, saw, nails, winter clothes, baby
things, heat, books, birth certificates. Fire starting
will be hard. Attacks will not come here."
///

The scene seems to gain some control when,
after a little time passed (not sure how long), a
second earthquake hit that was worse than the
first. Again, more time passed and a third
earthquake hit. I thought that not a single

Private dream from the
Dreams & Visions
collection.
Supporting the belief that
the tent cities are BEFORE
the calamities.

building could stand the terrible shaking of the
earth. However, looking over the two valleys
there were still many buildings standing. Even
;

those that still stood had some degree of
damage.
///
While I was leaving a class, a young man my age
approached me. I seemed to know him, for I
was not surprised that he talked to me, though I
do not now know who he was. He told me in a
hushed voice the "the destruction" would come
that following Saturday, two days time. After he
gave his short message, he left.
///
Enemy combatants will come to Salt Lake City
fairly soon after the exodus. Salt Lake will be
one of the first cities to be heavily occupied by
organized troops, perhaps because it is the seat
of government for the church. The troops will,
in fact, play a role in wiping out the street
toughs that populate the city shortly after
exodus time. Anyone foolish enough to engage
the military patrols by force will be simply
destroyed as so much inconsequential rabble.
///
The Time is Now
We will feel an urgency as we make our way to
the camps, and in some parts of the country it
will be for good reasons . I was shown that as
we settle in, we are going to get news that
nothing really big has happened yet. We will
have ways of communicating with the outside
world, and we’ll be waiting to hear of a major
earthquake, or that foreign troops have invaded
the coasts. It will seem as if we have been
fooled somehow into gathering. Many will ask
themselves, “What am I doing here?

///
As I mentioned earlier, the earthquakes had
closed off many of the major canyons with
rockslides. The roads were buried or
severely damaged, helping protect the Places
of Refuge from the foreign troops and other
marauders.
///
Rev 16:17-21... "And the seventh angel
poured out his vial into the air; and there
came a great voice out of the temple of
heaven, from the throne, saying, It is done.
“And there were voices, and thunders, and
lightnings: and there was a great earthquake,
such as was not since men were upon the
earth, so mighty an earthquake, and so great.
“And the great city was divided into three
parts, and the cities of the nations fell:
///
Gayle Smith
Within 10 days of the economic collapse we
have the first earthquake affecting Utah
which takes place early in the morning,
about 4 or 5 am. When I first saw it I didn't
think it was very hard because I saw there
wasn't much damage done to my home in
Utah County, but it lasts a long time. People
will think this is the big one. I saw that this
earthquake was much stronger somewhere
else like on the west coast area of California
but it also affects Nevada. There is a lot of
damage done and there is some loss of life
though there are a lot of people who
survive.

The second earthquake affecting Utah takes
place about 15 days after the first and also
takes place in the early morning around 4 or
5 am. This earthquake is like the world has

never seen and affects a much larger area
than just Utah. It's right off the Richter
Scale. I saw the dams in the mountains in
the Wasatch Front area breaking. I don't
know if all of them break or if some of them
break in the third earthquake, but I know
that all of the dams eventually break. I do
know that Jordanelle Dam breaks first and
comes down and breaks Deercreek Dam. I
saw a wall of water 80 feet high come
roaring down Provo Canyon with such force
it hits houses and they literally explode
I saw cracks opening up in the earth running
from east to west and I thought that was
really strange because I thought the faults
ran north to south. These cracks open at the
Point of the Mountain where the freeway
goes over the mountain from Utah County
to Salt Lake County, Beck Street in Salt
Lake City and at Willard Bay. I saw these
huge cracks 600 to 1000 feet deep and 500
to 600 feet across with homes, people and
everything falling down into these cracks.
They run from the mountain clear out to the
valley floors. These cracks separate Utah
County from Salt Lake County, Salt Lake
County from Davis County, and Davis
County from Weber County. I think these
cracks may open in the 2nd or 3rd
earthquakes but I really don't know. I know
that later I saw molten lava coming up
through these cracks in the earth.
I think that the volcanoes start with the 3rd
earthquake because I saw that it was
daytime and the 3rd and 4th earthquakes
happen in the afternoon. I saw volcanoes
right here in this Valley and saw hot lava
falling on people. I was running from house
to house trying to warn them to get out
because the volcano was here and ready to
blow but they ignored me and were
laughing.

There's a space between the 3rd and
4th earthquakes in Utah and I don't
know how long of a space there is.

The 3rd earthquake which takes place
in the spring, maybe April, triggers all of
these natural calamities that will begin
happening all around the earth and the
whole earth will be in turmoil; tidal
waves 500 feet high, horrendous
tornadoes and winds, earthquakes and
volcanoes all going on. I was told that
only those that are ordained to do so
would live through this. So it will not only
be the wicked that will be taken off the
earth, there will be righteous among
them too. If you survive it you will know
without a shadow of a doubt that the
only way you were able to walk through
it is through the power of God.
Before the 3rd earthquake we will be led
out by beings of light to cities of refuge
or cities of light where we will remain
while the rest of the calamities go out to
the rest of the world. If you do not make
it to one of these cities you will not
survive. I SAW THAT ALL THOSE
THAT ARE WILLING TO BELIEVE IN
JESUS CHRIST AND HAVE FAITH IN
HIM AND WILL ACCEPT HIM WILL BE
LED OUT. The 3rd earthquake is the
removal of the wicked that remain who
refuse to accept Jesus Christ. I asked
how long we would have to prepare
before we are led out. I was told to read
Mosiah 24 in the Book of Mormon. I
started reading and it was talking about
when Alma was under the persecution
of the Lamanites. They prayed day and
night for relief. The Lord told them to
prepare because they were going to be
led out the next morning. The Lord shut
the eyes of the Lamanites so that they
couldn't see and then led them out.
That's how I was told it would be. We
would have overnight to prepare. I was
also told that they would no longer
speak about when the children of Israel
were led out of Egypt but that the

miracles will be so great in these days
ahead that they would talk about when
we were led out to the New Jerusalem.
Whatever we pass through will be a very
short period of time and it will be well
worth the reward.
///
A huge earthquake occurred in the middle of
the United States. It was tremendous and
seemed to split the United States in half about
where the Mississippi River is. The crack in the
earth that resulted was huge, miles wide, and as
it opened up the earth seemed to swallow
everything. Water flowed in from the Gulf of
Mexico all the way up to the Great Lakes. The
Great Lakes did not exist any longer, however,
as they became part of a large inland sea.
Then I saw another series of tremendous
earthquakes all over the world. But they were
not many, separate earthquakes, rather it was
all part of one gigantic earthquake that shook
the entire earth. Because of this earthquake
waters overflowed their boundaries onto land
all over the world. There were again huge walls
of water along all of the coastal regions. This
earthquake and the walls of water made the
earlier ones seem small by comparison. I am not
sure if the earthquake that split the United
States in two was a part of this worldwide
quake or not.

Through the Window of Life
“Well, there was an earthquake first.
Cracked them both right down the middle.
All the water built up behind them did the
rest. There’s massive flooding.” James was
nearly breathless with the news. “Other
dams are on the verge of giving way.
There’s just been too much rain.”

///
There is No Death
Now the smoke became very heavy, dark and
thick. Just as things appeared to be as bad as
they could get, the earth began to quake. This
occurred during a winter, seemingly the winter
that followed the very long one I had seen
earlier. The chaos had existed for almost a full
year by this time. The earthquakes began in the
west, around Idaho and Wyoming, and then
quickly spread in every direction. I saw a huge
earthquake hit Utah, and then California. There
were earthquakes all over California, but they
were especially devastating in the Los Angeles
and San Francisco areas. San Francisco
appeared to turn upside down.
I understood, without asking, that the great
worldwide earthquake and the mighty wind
were somehow caused by a huge planet-like
object, that had come very close to the earth
and had disrupted everything. It was also made
clear to me that it was very near the "end"
when this happened

